(d) HHS SAC certification is based on three sets of requirements: Training, experience, and satisfactory performance rating. Personnel who are involved in the award of simplified acquisitions must meet the appropriate HHS SAC certification requirements. While personnel who are FAC–C certified are not required to obtain HHS SAC certification in order to award simplified acquisitions, they should obtain appropriate training before doing so. The HHS SAC certification requirements, including additional HHS-specific training requirements for certain types of acquisitions, are specified in the HHS Contracting Workforce Training and Certification Handbook.

**301.603–73 Additional HHS training requirements.**

HHS acquisition personnel are required to complete, as applicable, the additional training requirements specified below. These courses may be used as electives for the purpose of satisfying FAC–C requirements or as continuous learning for maintenance of FAC–C or SAC certifications.

(a) **Earned value management training.** Effective January 1, 2010, all personnel in the GS–1102 series who are responsible for, or may become responsible for, the award or administration of any contract to which earned value management (EVM) is applied pursuant to 334.201(a) or (b) must successfully complete an EVM training course before they commence administration of the contract or are authorized to award the contract. After completion of the initial course, a refresher course is required every 2 years. This course is in addition to the training requirements for FAC–C certification at the specified levels. Determination of course suitability shall be made by the Operating Division (OPDIV) HCA, in conjunction with HHS’ Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) or Office of Facilities Management and Policy (OFMP), as appropriate. To be eligible, the basic and refresher courses must each be 8 hours or more in length.

(b) **Performance based acquisition training.** Effective January 1, 2010, all GS–1102s, who award or administer service contracts, are required to complete a Performance-Based Acquisition (PBA) course prior to assuming such responsibilities. Refresher training in PBA is required every 4 years. To be eligible, a course must be 8 hours or more in length. Determination of course suitability shall be made by the HCA.

(c) **Federal appropriations law training.** Effective January 1, 2010, all GS–1102s and GS–1105s are required to complete both HHS University’s classroom-based and on-line Federal appropriations law course, by January 1, 2011 (for current employees) and within 1 year of entering on duty (for new employees). Employees are required to take the HHS University on-line course as refresher training every year. Determination of course equivalency shall be made by the HCA.

(d) **Green purchasing training.** Effective January 1, 2010, all GS–1102s and GS–1105s are required to complete green purchasing training by January 1, 2011 (for current employees) and within 1 year of entering on duty (for new employees). Refresher training is required every 2 years. To be eligible, a course must be 4 hours or more in length. Determination of course suitability shall be made by the HCA.

(e) **Section 508 training.** When the HHS Office on Disability (OD) so requires, all GS–1102s, GS–1105s and GS–1106s who award or administer acquisitions that involve electronic information technology (EIT) products or services (subject to Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and pertinent HHSAR provisions), must complete all applicable OD sponsored training. For information on frequency, timing, and duration of the training requirement, personnel shall consult with the HHS OD.

(f) **Training policy exceptions—**

(1) **EVM training.** In the event that there is an urgent requirement for a Contracting Officer/Contract Specialist to award or administer a project to which EVM will be applied, and the individual has not yet met the EVM training requirement, the HCA (non-delegable) may authorize the individual to perform the position duties, provided that the individual meets the training requirement within 9 months from the date of assignment to the contract. If the individual does not complete the training requirement within 9 months, the
HCA’s approval for the individual’s assignment to the contract will automatically terminate on that date. The Contract Specialist is not required to take the class as long as the Contract Specialist is working under the direction of a Contracting Officer who has taken an EVM course.

(2) Other additional HHS training. The HCA (non-delegable) may grant a time extension of up to 9 months to an individual to complete the PBA, Federal appropriations law, green purchasing, and Section 508 training requirements, including completion of refresher training. If the individual does not complete the training requirement within the extension period, the HCA’s approval will automatically terminate on that date.

301.603–74 Requirement for retention of FAC–C and HHS SAC certification.

To maintain FAC–C certification, all warranted Contracting Officers, regardless of series, as well as Contract Specialists, must earn 80 CLPs every 2 years. To maintain HHS SAC certification, all individuals with delegated Contracting Officer authority, including those in the GS–1102, GS–1105, GS–1106, and non-1100 series, must earn a minimum of 40 hours (CLPs) every 2 years after completing all mandatory training requirements. FAC–C and HHS SAC certification will expire if the CLPs are not earned every 2 years (from the date of initial certification or re-certification) and, if applicable, may result in a loss of warrant authority. (NOTE: The certification programs’ continuous learning requirement applies to all applicable personnel, including those who were certified under prior certification programs.)

301.604 Training and certification of Contracting Officers’ Technical Representatives.

301.604–70 General.

In accordance with the Federal Acquisition Certification for Contracting Officers’ Technical Representatives (FAC–COTR) program, HHS has established a training program for certification and designation of personnel as COTRs—see HHS’ Federal Acquisition Certification for Contracting Officers’ Technical Representatives Program Handbook (COTR Handbook), dated January 2009, for information on the methods for earning FAC–COTR certification. See also 302.101(c) for further information regarding the definition of a COTR and when designation of a COTR is appropriate. All references to COTRs also apply to their alternates.

301.604–71 HCA authorities and responsibilities.

(a) HCAs are authorized to determine (1) equivalencies for the Basic Contracting Officer’s Technical Representative Course; (2) course prerequisites; and (3) approve completion of CLP continuous learning activities, education, and training for maintenance of COTR certification. This authority does not apply to EVM training—see 301.603–73. Course equivalencies must meet the Federal Acquisition Institute’s (FAI’s) required COTR competencies. HCAs may re-delegate the authorities in (1) and (2) to OPDIV Acquisition Career Managers (ACMs) or other comparable officials.

(b) In addition to the authorities specified in 301.604–71(a), HCAs or their designees (except where the authority is shown as non-delegable) are responsible for—

(1) Reviewing a candidate’s qualifications to be a COTR;

(2) Granting, suspending, denying, and revoking COTR certifications and their continuance;

(3) Authorizing (non-delegable) an individual to perform COTR duties on an interim basis for up to 90 days—see 301.604–73; and

(4) Determining (non-delegable) on a case-by-case basis whether to postpone (for up to 90 days) withdrawal of any interim COTR delegation for failure of a candidate to qualify for certification—see 301.604–73.

301.604–72 Requirements for certification maintenance.

Maintaining HHS FAC–COTR certification requires at least 40 relevant CLPs every 2 years. See Appendix A of